
Robert Smith 
Harness Assembler

PERSONAL STATEMENT

As a Harness Assembler is Experienced constructing wire harnesses and 
panels by cutting, sorting, color-coding, measuring, stripping, crimping, 
soldering, and routing various lengths, types, and gauges of wire, heat-
shrink, and other related materials, Demonstrating experience using a 
computer to look up and record information.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Harness Assembler
ABC Corporation -   May 2005 – October 2015 

Responsibilities:

 Cabled Harness include referencing blueprints and engineered customer
diagrams in order to produce various harnesses and electrical 
assemblies (summer job).

 Gained work experience through repairing automobiles (no pay).
 Repaired included electrical rewiring, computer system diagnosis (via a 

Scan Tool), battery testing and analysis.
 Trained new employees to work to the proper standards as I do.
 Operated a forklift for three different companies.
 Stored parts in designated areas.
 Examined shipment contents and compared with records such as 

manifests, invoices, or orders to verify accuracy.

Harness Assembler
Delta Corporation -   2002 – 2005 

Responsibilities:

 Fabrication of harnesses for U.S Arm Forces using basing Mechanical 
tools along with company machinery.

 Inspected harness For proper completion per company standard.
 Measure and cut cables or wires to blueprint specifications.
 Strip wires to connect specific terminals and then connect terminals to 

harnesses according to the blueprint.
 Inspect finished product by checking wire continuity and documenting 

on quality inspection sheets for each finished product.
 Assembled harnesses on a daily basis.
 After finishing the job, I would then enter the paperwork into the 

computer.

Education

GED
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SKILLS

Responsible And 
Dedicated Professional 
With Experience Working
In Fast - Paced 
Environment.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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